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Abstract 

This paper reports the formalism of a generalized setup of turbulence 
description following from the complementation of the flow field characterization 
in infinitesimal surroundings of the flow field points by the curvature radius of the 
velocity fluctuation streamlines passing these points. The complementation 
enhances the physical background of the turbulence mechanics (realized in the 
form of the Theory of Rotationally Anisotropic turbulence), enriches the analogy 
between the phenomenology of properties of the turbulent flow field and the fields 
of strong interaction as well as sets a new type of tasks for the experimental 
research of turbulence.  
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1    Introduction 

The notion ´turbulence´ traditionally characterizes the motion of fluids for 
large Reynolds number [18, 25]. Though, the similarity of the type of organization 
of the turbulent flow field to the organization of fields of strong interaction [7, 
25], financial markets [22], etc. attributes this notion also with a wider sense as 
reflecting a form of organization of systems characterized by continuous supply of 
system resources (energy, finances, etc.), by scaling structure and by ceaseless 
restoration of the system structure in the form of ongoing generation of its 
subsystems (elements, eddies, quasi-particles, financial cycles etc.) characterized 
by a relative autonomy in their behavior and limited lifespan. As applied to the 
motion of fluids, the outlined sense of turbulence is expressed in its utmost 
complete form by the Richardson-Kolmogorov (RK) turbulence conception [19, 
28] accentuating the cascading eddy structure of turbulence with the large-scale 
eddies orientated by the vorticity of the average flow velocity.  

A precondition for the RK conception included into the setup of description 
of turbulent flows is the characterization of the flow field in the infinitesimal 
surroundings of the flow field points in addition to the flow velocity at these  
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points [18, 25] also by the curvature of the velocity fluctuation streamlines 
passing the points (Section 2). This precondition has been included into the setup 
of the Theory of Rotationally Anisotropic Turbulence [4, 8, 10, 11] resulting in an 
extensive modification of the turbulence mechanics (TM) (Section 3). Besides 
enlarging the application capacity of the TM, the modification enriches the 
analogy between the phenomenology of the turbulent flow fields and the fields of 
strong interaction as well as points to a substantial deficit in the interpretation of 
experimental data in the turbulence research not accounting for the curvature of 
the velocity fluctuation streamlines (Section 4). This shortcoming should be 
treated as a task for physicists active in the developing of experimental methods in 
the turbulence research.  
 

2    The formalism 

To explain the formalism realizing the RK conception in the setup of the TM 
we start from the definition of the dynamic measure of prevailing orientation of 
eddy rotation (the turbulence spin)  

RvM ×′= ,                                                     (1) 

where 2// −∂∂∂∂= ss eeR (in which v′′= /ve  and s  is the length of the curve of 
v ′  streamline passing a flow field point) denotes the curvature radius of the v ′  
streamline passing the flow field point and angular brackets denote statistical 
averaging with R  included to the set of arguments of the probability distribution 
specifying the applied averaging. The defined M  has the sense of the density (per 
unit mass) of the moment of momentum with the random moment arm specified 
by R . 
 The condition 0≠M  founds the split of the turbulence energy 2
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defines the corresponding to M  kinematic characteristic of motion with the 
dimension of angular velocity of rotation and Ω ′⋅′= M2

10K  in which 

MRvM −×′=′  and ΩΩ −×′=′ 2/ RRv . The split of the turbulence energy in 
(2) is a result of the turbulence split by the motion order into the orientated and 
non-orientated constituents, characterized respectively by M  and/or by Ω  and by 

0K , interpreted according to the RK conception as the large-scale and the small-
scale turbulence constituents, respectively. Let’s note that the properties expressed 
by (1) and (2) vanish for R  removed from the arguments of the probability 
distribution. The situation relates the flow fields with the property measured by 
M  to the flow fields with R  excluded from the arguments of the probability  
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distribution similar to as the Rieman geometry relates to the Euclid geometry [27] 
where in small areas the space is described by the Euclid geometry obtaining a 
new quality in large scales due to the space curvature effect.  

Proceeding from the explained physical sense of M  and Ω , it is natural to 
interconnect them by J=M Ω , where J  is interpreted as the effective moment of 
eddy inertia the square root of which determines the spatial scale of eddies 
contributing to M  and Ω . Let us consider now a more general situation of 
application of instead of just one probability distribution f  an ordered sequence 
of probability distributions nf  ( Nn ,...,1= ) ( ff N ≡ ). This step results in the split 
of motion to different spatial scale levels with the diverging levels characterized as 
statistically independent [4, 8, 11]. If applied to K  and M  the split results in the 
decomposition of K  and M  into the sums of their constituents nK  and nM  
defined on different motion field scale constituents [4, 8, 11]  

∑
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nKK
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,      ∑
=
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MM .                                     (3) 

If applied to the balance equations for K  and M , the splitting procedure leading 
to (3) results in the sets of equations  for nK  and nM  properties of which 
coincide with the properties of sums (3). So, in order to merge several adjacent 
energy levels in presentation (3) into a one single level it would be necessary to 
just sum up the corresponding balance equations for nK . The resulting single 
equation would have the same structure as the initial equations under summation. 
The commented (scaling) property claims the invariance of formulations of 
turbulence description in respect to particular realizations of the turbulence split 
by the motion scales. Let us stress that the closure procedure applied to the 
derived sets of equations for nK  and nM  should not violate this property.  

Within the conjoint splitting procedures represented by (2) and (3) each nK  
in (3) become split as  

∑
=

+=
N
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npnnn KK ΩM
2
1

.                                      (4) 

where nΩ  is the corresponding to nM  kinematic characteristic of medium 
motion and npK  present the energies of the energy nK  sublevels explained as 
characterizing the motions of the order decreasing with decreasing p . The 
energies K  and nK  split in (3) and (4), if realized in terms of the corresponding 
sets of balance equations, enable to reflect a rather complicated though well 
organized energetic processes in the turbulent media. In particular, the analysis of 
the system of the energy balance equations corresponding to these representations 
shows that [4, 8, 11] the energy exchange between nK  with different n  realizes 
between their sublevels with coinciding p , i.e. corresponding to the motions 
characterized by the coinciding degree of order.  
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3    The RAT theory  
 

The RAT theory [10, 11] realizes the outlined above setup of the average 
turbulence description for 1N =  in agreement with the continuum mechanics 
principles [2, 29] within the balance laws of average momentum (with the 
asymmetric turbulent stress tensor), moment of momentum Μ  and the 
energy 0K . The closure of the balance equations expressing these laws is solved 
in harmony with the general methodology formulated in the context of 
hydrodynamics of micropolar fluids [1, 3].   

As based on (2) the setup of the RAT theory does not refute the conventional 
methods of turbulence descriptions (like the K-epsilon turbulence models [24]) 
but merely restricts their competence to the description of non-orientated 
turbulence constituent. Though, due to the accentuated in the RK conception of 
the cascading nature of turbulence, within the RAT theory this turbulence 
constituent appears much less essential than it is expected in applications of the 
conventional methods of turbulence description. The situation is similar to the 
large eddy simulation (LES) turbulence models [21] differing from the latter by 
the large-scale turbulence constituent specified as the orientated turbulence 
constituent described in average terms.  

The commented peculiarity of the RAT theory substantially simplifies the 
description of turbulent flows. The simplification has been demonstrated on the 
description of turbulent flows in channels, round tubes and between rotating 
cylinders (including oscillating flows in tubes and MHD turbulent flows in 
channels for different mutual orientations of magnetic field and the flow 
characteristics) in [6, 10, 11], on the description of oscillating boundary layers 
[13] and on discussions of several problems of environmental fluid mechanics [9, 
12, 14-17, 23, 31, 32]. The problems of the ocean upper layer dynamics [17, 32], 
of the formation of the Gibraltar Salinity anomaly [31], of the turbulence effects 
in formation of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current [16], of the energy exchange in 
the Gulf Stream [15], of formation of the alongshore flows [9] and of the zonal 
winds [14], of the resuspended sediments distribution in the bottom layer of 
natural water-bodies [12], and of layering of thermohaline fields [23] have been 
discussed. In most of the cases the theoretical results have been compared with the 
respective experimental data showing an excellent correspondence.  

Besides enlarging the application capacity of methods of the TM in solving 
the tasks formulated in average terms, the RAT theory increases the physical 
component of the discussion of turbulence-related problems. In particular, it 
removes the necessity to apply the notions like the “negative viscosity” [30] or the 
“two-dimensional turbulence” in the explanation of processes accompanying the 
eddy-to-mean energy transfer. The RAT theory also cancels the restriction of the 
turbulent stress tensor being symmetric which is declared evident within the 
conventional turbulence treatment without any indication to the physical sense of 
the medium internal rotating degrees of freedom or properties of the applied 
averaging procedure.  
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4    Summary  
 

Besides enabling the realization of the RK conception within the setup of the 
TM, the inclusion of the curvature of the velocity fluctuation streamlines to the set 
of characteristics of the turbulent flow field in infinitesimal surroundings of the 
flow field points has also a wider physical context [7]. So, it relates the turbulent 
flow fields with 0≠M  to the fields with spin enlarging the analogy between the 
phenomenology of the turbulent flow field and the fields of strong interaction. 
The analogy may entail similarities also in the mathematical formulations of the 
description of these two types of fields. In particular, like the mathematical 
formulation of the relativistic fluid mechanics is more similar to the 
electrodynamics than the classical fluid mechanics [5], it can be expected that the 
relativistic theory of turbulence would also increase the similarities in 
mathematical formulations of the turbulence description and descriptions of fields 
of strong interaction.  

Besides the addressed aspects of the suggested setup of turbulence 
description, the setup indicates also to a substantial deficit in the data reported 
within the experimental turbulence research leaving the curvature of the velocity 
fluctuation streamlines undetermined. The elimination of this shortcoming for 
example by extracting the required data from the measured Lagrangian velocities 
of tracers in turbulent flows [26] would remove also the grounds from the position 
of the conventional turbulence treatment considering the data deficiency as an 
argument against the RAT theory. Though, there is a substantial difference 
whether some theory does not agree with the existing data or the required by this 
theory data are absent. 

Finally, the discussed setup of the turbulence description is a result of 
searching answers to several questions rising in the context of the turbulence 
problem from the point of view of the general principles of statistical physics [20], 
These principles relate the intention to solve the turbulence problem by merely the 
means of computational mathematics to the ideology of Lagrangian determinism 
of the early XX century rather than to the physics considering the specific 
turbulence properties reflected in the type of the statistical organization of the 
turbulent flow field.  

 

5    Conclusion  
 
 The outlined outcome of complementation of the flow field characterization 
in the infinitesimal surroundings of flow field points by the curvature radius of the 
velocity fluctuation streamlines passing these points portrays the complementation 
as productive for the turbulent flow descriptions. The introduced complementation 
deepens also the similarities in the phenomenology of properties of the turbulent  
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flow fields and the fields of strong interaction and sets a new type of task for the 
turbulence experimental research.  
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